KARNATAK UNIVERSITY, DHARWAD
Department of Zoology

Ref: DST.SR/SO/AS-35/2003

JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW

Application on plain paper or by e-mail along with biodata is invited for the position of Junior Research Fellow (JRF) to work in DST-funded project entitled ‘Biology of hatchlings of the lizard, Calotes versicolor’ (Investigators: Profs. B. A. Shanbhag and S. K. Saidapur).

Qualifications : Master’s degree in Zoology/Life Sciences/Bioscience

Emolument : Rs 8000 per month

Duration : Three years

Those interested should send their application on or before 31 July 2006 to Prof. Bhagyashri A. Shanbhag, Principal Investigator, DST Project Department of Zoology, Karnataka University, Dharwad 580 003.

e-mail: bhagyashrishanbhag@gmail.com

---

INDIAN INSITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

Advt. No. 43

Date: 22–06–2006

Invites applications for a Junior Research Fellow in a DAE sponsored project.

Title of project : Investigations on the synthesis, structure and ion-exchange properties of new hosts for nuclear waste disposal.

Tenure of the project : 31–03–2008

Essential qualification : M.Sc. in Chemistry

Desirable qualification : Good academic record and sound knowledge in Inorganic Chemistry

Emoluments : Rs 8000 pm (fixed) + 15% HRA

Candidates should send their applications on plain paper furnishing the bio-data, copies of certificates in support of age, qualification, experience, etc. to Prof. S. Natarajan, Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012, within fifteen days from the date of this notification.

REGISTRAR